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Abstract (optional):
Diffraction fundamentally limits our ability to image and characterize exoplanets. Current and planned coronagraphic searches for exoplanets are making incredible strides but are fundamentally limited by the inner working angle of a few λ/D. Some crucial topics, such as demographics of exoplanets within the first 50 Myr and the infrared characterization of terrestrial planets, are beyond the reach of the single aperture angular resolution for the foreseeable future. Interferometry offers some advantages in exoplanet detection and characterization and we explore in this white paper some of the potential scientific breakthroughs possible. We demonstrate here that investments in “exoplanet interferometry” could open up new possibilities for speckle suppression through spatial coherence, a giant boost in astrometric precision for determining exoplanet orbits, ability to take a census of young giant exoplanets (clusters <50 Myr age), and an unrivaled potential for infrared nulling from space to detect terrestrial planets and search for atmospheric biomarkers. All signs point to an exciting future for exoplanets and interferometers, albeit a promise that will take decades to fulfill.
INTRODUCTION
The most exciting long-term goal of exoplanet studies is to detect and characterize true Earth analogues around nearby stars, with the hope of detecting life through atmospheric biomarkers. We are still far from achieving this goal but a roadmap exists to reach this epic achievement. Currently, transit studies have made the most progress, opening up atmospheric studies through primary transit spectroscopy and secondary eclipse measurements. Space and ground-based efforts have succeeded in characterizing atmospheres of giant exoplanets and even Neptune-like systems when very close-in to their central stars. There may even be a chance to probe exoplanets in the Habitable Zone using JWST for candidates around M-stars (Kreidberg et al. 2018).

In order to push toward true Earth analogues around solar type stars, we must find a way to isolate the exoplanet from the host star and to suppress photon noise arising from the stellar light. This implies the development of two technologies -- 1) we must have enough angular resolution to separate the star from planet, and 2) we must suppress the starlight to maintain the sensitivity to detect the planet. To achieve 1) we must use the world’s largest telescopes with extreme adaptive optics (AO), and 2) we must develop a highly optimized coronagraph.

The Gemini Planet Imager (GPI; Macintosh et al. 2014) and VLT/SPHERE (Beuzit et al. 2019) projects were built to apply extreme AO on the current 8m class telescopes and have surveyed hundred of stars in order to directly direct their exoplanets and to measure their spectra. These instruments greatly improved our ability to detect exoplanets and, while final results are not yet available, it is clear that only a few exoplanets were detected (i.e., Macintosh et al. 2019). This result is telling us important information on the demographics of exoplanets beyond 20 au and their infrared cooling curves as a function of age.

Fundamentally, we currently lack the angular resolution (“inner working angle”) necessary to isolate and suppress starlight to radically increase the number of imaged exoplanets.

Other white papers will discuss the immense potential for new single-aperture space telescopes and next-generation AO on 30m-class telescopes. Here we wish to explore a more fundamental (and technologically daunting) breakthrough in capabilities if we could achieve an order-of-magnitude improvement in inner working angle, from both ground and space.

CURRENT STATUS and ISSUES
In this short white paper, we will briefly address four breakthroughs that could be made possible by “exoplanet interferometry:” A) speckle suppression through spatial coherence, B) micro-arcsecond-level astrometry for detected exoplanets to determine orbits without waiting for full period, C) the ability to census young self-luminous exoplanets in star-forming regions even from the ground, and D) the ability to characterize rocky planets in the mid-infrared.

Breakthrough A: Speckle suppression through spatial coherence
Using GPI and SPHERE, we can now search for signs of molecular absorption (or emission) in the near infrared for detected exoplanets. In order to extract the spectrum of an exoplanet, one must correct for contamination of stellar speckles due to residual wavefront errors. An
Long-baseline interferometry allows us to isolate the planet light from the contaminating stellar light via spatial coherence. An innovative way to remove speckles from the star is through spatial coherence. With foreknowledge of the location of HR 8799e, the VLT interferometer used the GRAVITY instrument to inject light from the star and planet into two separate fibers of the combiner. The light from the planet had a long-baseline interference fringe at a different delay line position than the star; thus, any residual starlight that entered the ‘exoplanet fiber’ was not coherent at the same time as the planet’s light. Figure 1 compares the GPI/SPHERE spectrum of HR8799e with a new result of using all four 8m UT telescopes with GRAVITY — the improvement is incredible (Lacour et al. 2019).

**Figure 1.** First demonstration of exoplanet characterization using long-baseline interferometry. Lacour et al (2019) used the VLTI-GRAVITY combiner (4x8m telescopes with baseline maximum 120m) to isolate the planet light from the contaminating stellar light via spatial coherence.

**Figure 2.** (left) The power of direct imaging is to detect many exoplanets at once and track their orbits (from Marois et al. 2010). (right) Here we see a summary of astrometric results for HR8799e, including the first results from VLTI-GRAVITY interferometer for HR8799e (Lacour et al. 2019). Bigger telescopes and longer baselines lead to better astrometry.

**Breakthrough B: Microarcsecond-level astrometry**

Long-baseline interferometry opens up new parameter space in precision astrometry, although historically it has been difficult to fully calibrate. The VLTI-GRAVITY combiner mentioned above was designed for astrometry of stars around the Sgr A* in the Galactic Center and has recently published impressive results (GRAVITY Consortium 2018). Such astrometry can also be used for exoplanets. Figure 2 shows an single image of the HR 8799 system and the derived motion of
HR8799e, including a new point from VLTI-GRAVITY with ≤100 microarcsecond precision. Additional data in the new few years should yield tight constraints on the many-decade orbit of this exoplanet. It is expected that additional data for all the known exoplanets can yield relative masses too (Wang et al. 2018) based on their combined gravitational effects.

**FUTURE ADVANCES**

While Breakthroughs A and B are partially achievable now from the ground, we will need significant new technical developments to achieve the next two Breakthroughs.

**Breakthrough C: Census of young self-luminous exoplanets in star-forming regions**

Young (<50 Myr) exoplanets would seem easy to detect; they are still warm from their formation making their infrared contrast very favorable. However, most star forming regions are >100 pc away, meaning that for a typical 0.2” inner working angle with today’s telescopes, we can only detect planets beyond 20 au—a region not expected, or found to be, filled with giant exoplanets. Here, the need for higher angular resolution—not contrast—is paramount.

Figure 3 shows a simulated observation using a potential next-generation near-infrared interferometer (PFI, Planet Formation Imager), demonstrating the exciting potential to collect imaging snapshots of young giant planets with current technology from the ground. We would be able to definitively answer some of the most important questions in exoplanets and planet formation theory if we could make these kind family portraits around a few hundred young disks in Taurus, Ophiuchus, Orion, and young clusters of different ages. For instance, Figure 4 shows how the locations of giant planets are expected to evolve with time, depending on the level of migration and/or dynamical instabilities. Direct detection imaging of young exoplanets with Extremely Large Telescopes (ELTS; inner working angle ~0.07”) and with interferometers (inner working angles <0.01”) will explore the full region of interest from 0.1 au to 10 au.
**Figure 4.** The distribution of giant planets are expected to change over the first few hundred Myr. Direct detection of giant exoplanets still warm from formation could unambiguously tell us the relative importance of migration vs dynamical instabilities (from Raymond et al. 2006, 2011)

**Breakthrough D: Ability to characterize rocky planets**

We recognize the difficulty in directly detecting thermal emission from rocky planets around even the nearest stars. There is some hope that JWST and the suite of instruments on the 30m class ELTs will be successful if the right planets exist around our nearest neighbors (e.g., ELT/METIS -- Quanz et al. 2015; TMT/MICHI -- Packham et al. 2018). There will be other white papers discussing these exciting possibilities. Here, we push for even more powerful facility architectures that could open up **hundreds more** candidates for study—one such facility is a space-based mid-infrared nulling interferometer.

By sitting on a destructive interference point, nulling interferometry allows host star light to be cancelled out while permitting planet light to interfere, thus low-mass planets can be detected without the photon noise from the host star (Bracewell 1978). NASA and ESA studied the Terrestrial Planet Finder Interferometer (TPFI, Lawson et al. 2007) and DARWIN (Cockelle et al. 2009) mission concepts about 10 years ago in a time before Kepler. Now, armed with a better knowledge of exoplanet demographics, we can make accurate mission studies of the exoplanet yield with various technologies. Figure 5 shows a recent calculation for rocky planet detections based on a 4x 2.8m telescope nulling interferometer with maximum 500 meter baselines (note this facility would have the same collecting area as JWST). The detection statistics are very favorable and would highly complement the visible light exoplanet detections from a future HabEx or LUVOIR coronagraphy mission.
**Figure 5.** Using realistic exoplanet demographics based on the Kepler Mission, Kammerer & Quanz (2018) updated the yield for a space-based mid-IR interferometer (e.g., LIFE Mission Concept, Large Interferometer for Exoplanets). (left panel) Number of exoplanets detectable depending on the inner working angle and sensitivity. (right panel) A mid-IR interferometer could detect large numbers of rocky planets, complementing visible-light direct detection schemes being imagined for next generation space telescope missions, such as HabEx/LUVOIR.

**SUMMARY**

Directly imaging exoplanets is an efficient way to detect and characterize large numbers of exoplanets—once we can technically achieve a small enough working angle and the required sensitivity. The initial yield of exoplanets from GPI, SPHERE, and others is the tip of the iceberg and the ELTs will deliver a huge increase of detections, given our current understanding of exoplanet demographics.

In this white paper, we outlined some of the breakthroughs in store by combining the high angular resolution of infrared interferometry with exoplanet studies. Ground-based interferometers can currently support and enhance the characterization of known exoplanets (both in measuring spectra and astrometry) while a future NIR/MIR ground-based facility could image a large fraction of giant exoplanets in nearby star forming regions.

Furthermore, space interferometry should be re-invigorated in order to pave the way for a future mid-infrared interferometer that can measure spectra of hundreds of rocky exoplanets in a highly complementary way to the visible-light coronagraphic approaches. Space technology is quite different now compared to the time of TPFI/DARWIN; commercial development of formation flying technologies, inexpensive launch vehicles, and commodity space telescopes make space interferometry more attractive to pursue now, and the new exoplanet demographic knowledge derived from Kepler makes the scientific payoff a near certainty.
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